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Founded in 1987 by the late George “Geo” Longden, G3ZQS

Club Goals
· Further the use of CW
· Encourage newcomers to use Morse code
· Engender friendships among members
Website: www.fists.co.uk

“Accuracy transcends speed,
courtesy at all times.”
“When you’ve worked a FISTS,
you’ve worked a friend.”
Email: kn@fists.co.uk

Centre of Activity Frequencies: 1.818, 3.558, 7.028, 10.118/128, 14.058, 18.085, 21.058,
24.908, 28.058, 50.058, 70.158, and 144.058.

G0VFS
Virus (Vibro)
Perplexed key
See page 32

G0RDO
Unsolved
Mystery
Key
After several
Years of search
and enquiry
Help needed
See page 32
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Club Contacts and Information
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, UNITED KINGDOM Tel: +44(0)7519 604732

Key Note articles and comments:
Subscriptions and membership:
Slow Morse Scheme:
On-air activities:
Rallies:
Club Sales:
Awards:
FISTSCW Groups.io Group Forum help:
General Enquiries:
Subscriptions
These can be paid online at fists.co.uk/subs or posted to:

kn@fists.co.uk
members@fists.co.uk
qrs@fists.co.uk
activities@fists.co.uk
rallies@fists.co.uk
sales@fists.co.uk
awards@fistsna.org
forum@fists.co.uk
info@fists.co.uk

FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, UNITED KINGDOM.
Current Members ONLY:
£6 KN via Internet £8 KN post to UK

£10 KN post to Eu

£13 KN post to DX

Re-joiners and New Members ONLY:
Month of joining
or re-joining
Dec, Jan, Feb
Mar, Apr, May, Jun
Jul, Aug
Sep, Oct, Nov

Key Note
via Internet
£3.00
£7.25
£6.00
£4.50

Club Team and Responsibilities
Anne Webb
Chris Pearson G5VZ
David Perry G4YVM
Dennis Franklin K6DF
Graham Smith G3ZOD
Ian Jones G4MLW
John Griffin M0CDL
Mark Waldron M0BLT
Paul Webb M0BMN
Rob Walker M0BPT

Key Note by Post
£4.00 (£5.00 Europe, £6.50 DX)
£9.50 (£12.00 Europe, £15.75 DX)
£8.00 (£10.00 Europe, £13.00 DX)
£6.00 (£7.50 Europe, £9.75 DX)

Club Sales
Ad hoc
Activities Manager
Awards
Website
Awards Printing and Distribution
QRS Scheme, Treasurer
fistscw Groups.io group, Ad hoc
Rallies, Ad hoc
Key Note Editor, QSL Bureau, Post, Ad hoc
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QSL Bureau

www.fists.co.uk/buro

Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager:
Robert Walker M0BPT
Email: buro@fists.co.uk
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, England, UK.
Please write FISTS and the member number of the station
you contacted at the top left of the QSL card. The bureau can
also accept cards to be sent to members of RSGB, RSARS,
RAFARS, RNARS and G-QRP. Please write the organisation name at the top left.
Incoming QSL cards for UK members: These are handled by the QSL Bureau
Sub-managers. Please send them your stamped, self-addressed envelopes:

Wales and SWL
Paul Webb M0BMN,
41 Lancaster Gardens
WOLVERHAMPTON WV4 4DN
paul@fists.co.uk

G0
Bill McGill GM0DXB,
112 West Main Street, Armadale,
Bathgate, West Lothian EH48 3JB
billmcgill@btinternet.com

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8 and
Specials (GB, GX, MX etc.)

G3 and G4

John Griffin M0CDL, 35 Cottage Street, Jim Steel M0ZAK, 6 Central Avenue,
Shepshed LE12 9HP
Kingswinford DY6 7QE
m0zak@ntlworld.com
john@fists.co.uk

M and 2
Phil Hughes 2E0DPH, 111 Wisbech
Road, Littleport, Ely CB6 1JJ
2e0dph@fists.co.uk

Incoming QSL cards for Eu & DX members: Please send postage and not
envelopes—contact Robert M0BPT (details above) for more information.

Prices in Key Note
Some articles in Key Note quote prices for products. These are correct at the time
of writing and typically do not include delivery. GBP indicates UK pounds and USD
indicates USA dollars; other standard 3-letter currency abbreviations may appear.
Please be aware that if importing products from outside your country, you may
have to pay additional taxes and duties on import.
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Mr J Melvin
2 Salters Court, Gosforth
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE3 5BH

Web: www.g3liv.co.uk
Email: johnny.g3liv@gmail.com
Tel: 0191 2843028

CableTidy for Vibroplex keys

This is a series of 4 PC Boards and cables to
greatly simplify and tidy up the cable
connections of the shown VIBROPLEX keys.
The cables are 1 metre long and are
terminated in a standard metal 6.4 mm
stereo plug as found on most rigs. A 3.5 mm
stereo plug cable can be supplied if
REQUESTED.
The boards are double sided plated through
and Silver plated.
Red in colour to match the Vibroplex red paddle keys however there is now a BLACK
version for the VIBROPLEX ORIGINAL BUG models. The Rig cable is screened and flexible.
Universal, GHD (2 models), Lionel J-36, K8RA Paddles & RAF Type D CableTidys also available.

The keys are shown for demonstration ONLY and are NOT included in the price.
You are purchasing the PC Board of choice and its Key to Rig cable.
All models inclusive of UK post costs are £21.00 or at a discount price of £18.00 for
FISTS members (please quote your call sign when ordering).

Isoterm Interfaces
USB Deluxe Dual

PSK31 Isoterm MulticonUSB

Isoterm Multimode
interface

DATA Isoterm
Traveller

This is a range of radio-computer interfaces, available with a 5% discount for FISTS
members. For further information and pricing, visit www.g3liv.co.uk
ALL products can be viewed at www.g3liv.co.uk For reviews, see
www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689 and www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456

WOLFWAVE advanced audio processor
The “Swiss Army Knife” for all CW ops
¨
¨
¨

Superb Band pass Filtering
Hearing loss correction
Binaural reception and so much
more!
WWW.SOTABEAMS.CO.UK
+44 (0)1625-501643
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Kits & modules for QRP enthusiasts!

Kits & modules for QRP enthusiasts!
NEW! QCX mono-band 5W CW tcvr kit!
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Available for 80, 60, 40, 30, 20 or 17m
CW Decoder, Iambic keyer
Easy all through-hole component assembly
Comprehensive 138-page manual
High performance receiver, 200Hz CW filter
Full or Semi QSK operation
WSPR and CW beacon mode
Preset frequencies and stored messages
Rotary-encoder tuned VFO with A, B and Split
BUILT-IN test equipment (DVM, RF Power,
Freq counter, Sig Gen) for alignment and testing – NO additional test equipment required!
And more!

Only $49

See http://qrp-labs.com/qcx

Order online at http://qrp-labs.com using PayPal or bank transfer.
Note: prices are based in US $.

GØPNM
Laser
● Bespoke Morse Key Covers from £35
● QRP Labs QCX Stand including hardware & etching £20
● LED Edge Lit Signs and Clocks from £25

Prices include worldwide shipping. For
more information, visit www.g0pnm.uk,
Facebook g0pnm or email pete.sobye@icloud.com
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Official Partner

Phoenix Kits
Here are some of the kits on offer, more on the web site….
Look at the web site for individual kit details
The FMT Morse tutor, very popular
multimode Morse tutor with LCD readout,
Inc special Contest Mode and built in
practice oscillator for straight keys. FISTS
Member Price (£25.00 Inc P&P)
The uCPO (Universal Code Practice
Oscillator)This is proving very popular.
Works with straight key OR paddle keys,
(Auto sense’s the key type) But also as
an 4 Mode Morse tutor built in! No other
practice oscillator offers these features
at anywhere near this price, a first for
FISTS. (See the page 51 review in this
edition for full details). FISTS Member
Price (£18.00 Inc P&P)

Adjustable add on SCAF CW Filter.
This is a great little add on filter
that will make a huge improvement
to receivers that lack decent CW
filtering It is a full Kit with case
and all parts to produce a
profession looking (and performing)
filter, look at the web site for
detail and the video of the
prototype, a small batch of these
are available now! FISTS Member
Price (£28.00 Inc P&P)

NEW ITEM!!
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Editorial

Rob M0BPT #5576

Welcome to the June Edition of the journal; as I write this, our island, and parts
of the world are emerging from the awful COVID-19 that has ravaged the planet.
I’ve been informed that (at least) one of our members has succumbed to the
virus. Our thoughts are with the family at this sad time.
Looking through various publications, it’s becoming apparent that more and
more amateur rallies/events are being postponed, cancelled until 2021. I was
hopeful that we may attend a rally for a “meet and greet” with the membership
later in the year; subject to M0BMN’s approval of course. Hopefully we may
salvage something later in the year.
You’ll notice, in the publication, that I’ve resurrected “The strawberry basket”
Going back to the days when dear Geo. Used to produce the four page Key-note
on his printing press in the cellar of his house in Cemetery Road, Darwen,
Lancashire. It occurred to me that not a lot was known about the man behind
the society. I did get some information from his son after his passing, and it
seemed that he was bit of character in his younger day! Apparently deliberately
missing his ship sailing from some particular island chain that he fell in love with
whilst on shore leave; knowing full well it'd be two years before a UK naval
vessel would arrive back! And on his return he was “Conditioned” not to do it
again. I always thought he was a reporter for a Manchester newspaper after
naval service, but quite recently I understand this not to be true. Did anyone
know George well enough to confirm any of these happenings? Or could offer a
insight of the life of our founder? I’d be interested to hear from you on the
subject.

That's about all from me for this edition of the journal, but, as ever; please
consider the fact that without articles from you, the membership, the journal
would not and will not exist! Many have answered my plea but so much more is
needed!
As ever, enjoy the articles, requests for information etc.
Keep well, until the next time “Stay safe”
With 73.
M0BPT/5B4AMA
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Membership Report

Graham G3ZOD #8385

T

hank you for the annual renewal subscriptions covering from 1�� July 2020 to
30�� June 2021. If you haven’t sent yours in yet, it’s not too late—for
details, please see fists.co.uk/renew.

New Members
A warm welcome to the following new members:
Sean
Gair
Andy
Alexander
Steve
Enrico
Richard
Grant
Stefan
Graham
Richard
Liz
Nigel
Roy
Frank

M0GIA
G1VWC
2E0SJA
R4ADZ
M0SGW
IU8AGH
M0RGM
2I0FKM
MI0PYN
GSWL57
M0RJC
G0MDL
G0EBQ
M7DHM
DO5MFK

19831
19832
19833
19834
19835
19836
19837
19838
19839
19840
19841
19842
19843
19844
20005

John
Des
Gaz
Olivier
James
Iain
Graham
Peter
Alan
Ralf
Chris
Dominik
Peter
Adam
Jim

EI2EK
G4FYT
M5KVK
F4CLS
G0UJA
GM4HBG
M7GWC
M0VTS
GW4HDR
DL2BR
G3YHF
DL5CE
G0LVG
SQ9S
GM4XWL

20006
20007
20008
20009
20010
20011
20012
20013
20014
20015
20016
20017
20018
20019
20020

Charli
Mark
Harry
Nev
Craig
Chuck
Kit
Nick
Wolf
Mohamad
Thierry
Robert
Wolfi
Neil

M0XCV
M0ZMX
2E0KXX
2E0NVH
2E0MNX
G6GUR
G0JPS
EI9JF
DL3HAE
A65DY
ON4LTW
F6DJL
OE3TWH
ZSSWL59

20021
20022
20023
20024
20025
20026
20027
20028
20029
20030
20031
20032
20033
20034

Achievements
Congratulations to:
● Rod GSWL55 on achieving his Foundation Licence and new callsign M7LXB.
● David 2E0ODB on achiving his Advanced Licence and new callsign M0ZXW.
● Roy GSWL58 on achieving his Foundation Licence and new callsign
M7DHM.
● David M6KSF on achieving his Intermediate Licence and new callsign
2E0KSF.
● Brian GSWL52 on achieving his Foundation Licence and new callsign
M7ASA.
Silent Keys
I’m sad to report that Edward M6JRN #16655 (photograph
on right) is now a Silent Key.
Our thoughts go out to all the relatives and friends of the
Silent Keys.
Signing Off
That’s all for this edition. If you change your email
address, postal address, or call-sign, please do let us
know: members@fists.co.uk.
73 de Graham G3ZOD
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Event Calendar 2020

Available online at fists.co.uk/events

First day Last day
Wed 01 Jul Thu 31 Dec
Wed 01 Jul Tue 07 Jul

Event

Times (UTC)

EuCW Snakes & Ladders
FISTS Eu Straight Key Week

Sun 12 Jul
Sun 26 Jul

FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Ladder

0000-2359 each day
1 hour sessions at
0000, 0300, 0600, 0900,
1200, 1500, 1800, 2100
1400-1600, 1800-2000
1400-1600, 1800-2000

Sat 01 Aug Mon 31 Aug FISTS Eu Word Search Month 1 of 3 0000-2359
1400-1600, 1800-2000
Sun 09 Aug
FISTS Eu Ladder
1400-1600, 1800-200
Sun 23 Aug
FISTS Eu Ladder
Tue 01 Sep Wed 30 Sep FISTS Eu Word Search Month 2 of 3 0000-2359
Sun 13 Sep
FISTS Eu Ladder
1400-1600, 1800-2000
1400-1600, 1800-2000
Sun 27 Sep
FISTS Eu Ladder
Thu 01 Oct Sat 31 Oct
Sun 11 Oct
Sun 25 Oct

FISTS Eu Word Search Month 3 of 3 0000-2359
1400-1600, 1800-2000
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Ladder
1400-1600, 1800-2000

Sat 07 Nov Sun 08 Nov
Sun 08 Nov
Sun 22 Nov

RSGB 2m CW Marconi Contest
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Ladder

1400-1400
1400-1600, 1800-2000
1400-1600 1800-2000

There is a brief version of the above calendar at the top right of the website home
page fists.co.uk and a full one at fists.co.uk/events.
Members worldwide are encouraged to join in all FISTS activities regardless of
which FISTS Chapter (group) is running them.
Ladder (FISTS Europe):
Sessions take place on the 2ⁿ� and 4�� Sunday of each month. This is an easy-going
event with friendly, conversational QSOs. Any band from 160m and higher in
frequency except for 60m, 30m, 17m, and 12m. The minimum exchange is:
RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable)
For the full rules, see fists.co.uk/ladder.
EuCW Snakes & Ladders:
Bands are 160m–2m excluding 60m and 4m. This has two, 6 month sessions per
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Event Calendar 2020

Available online at fists.co.uk/events

year and the current 2020 one started on 1�� July. QSOs must be at least 5 minutes
long. Logs must be ADIF files and include:
Start date/time, end date/time, Callsign, Mode (CW), Frequency (MHz), RST sent,
RST received, name*, QTH*, and a 4 or 6 character locator*
(*It is Recommended that these are exchanged over the air.)
For the full rules, see eucw.org/sl.html.
Straight Key Week 2020 (FISTS Europe):
This takes place between 01 July and 07 July 2020. This is another friendly event
with eight, 1-hour sessions per day starting at 0000, 0300, 0600, 0900, 1200, 1500,
1800, & 2100 UTC. One QSO with a station per day.
Any amateur radio band in your licence is allowed except for 12m, 17m, 30m, 60m,
and bands lower in frequency than 160m. To enter a log, you must use a straight
key or side-swiper key i.e. no fully-automatic keys, semi-automatic keys, keyers or
computer generated Morse code is allowed; your QSO partner may however use any
type of keying. The minimum exchange is:
RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable)
For the full rules, see fists.co.uk/skw.
Word Search 2020 (FISTS Europe): This takes place between 00:01 1�� August and
30�� October 2020 UTC. Have QSOs with other members and use a letter from their
callsigns to build up the phrase:
‘FOR GOD'S SAKE SEND US ASSISTANCE!'. DE SS TREVEAL.’
Minimum exchange is member number. Bands are 160, 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 & 2m.
Two sections: QRP and Open – you can include QSOs for either or both in your log.
For the full rules, see fists.co.uk/ws.
RSGB 2m CW Contest:
This is a 24 hour contest starting on 7�� November at 1400 UTC. It is much more
relaxed than HF contests; don’t expect to get all ‘5NN’ reports! Keying speeds are
mostly moderate. Exchange:
RST, serial number, 6 character locator.
For the full rules, see tinyurl.com/twocw2020.
Software
Please note that if you use the FISTS Log Converter program to send in logs, version
4.0.0 or later is required to support Straight Key Week and Word Search.
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Club sales and renewals

M0BPT #5576

We’re still having issues with orders/renewals from members who inadvertently
omit, or forget to include relevant information when ordering from club sales,
and renewing memberships.
I need to impress on you the importance of this information.
What you require (In relation to club sales etc.)
When sending renewal cheque's,
*This what we need to know.*
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER + CALL-SIGN
Mr/Mrs/Ms Any One
123 Any Street
Any Town
Any County
(Any) Post code
Thanks for your co-operation; its a great help.

M0BPT

Writing for Key Note
Articles for Key Note are very welcome. Please send them by email to
kn@fists.co.uk or by post to:
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, UNITED KINGDOM.
Handwritten, typed, or most electronic formats are acceptable. Photographs
and diagrams are very helpful. If writing about a topic that isn’t directly CWrelated, please let us know beforehand so that we can discuss whether it will be
suitable for Key Note. Please send image files without resizing them—they will
be included in the “digital” and paper Key Notes at suitable resolutions. Also,
please do not overlay captions on images; we will add the captions where
necessary outside the image. (This allows us to use an appropriate font style
and size, is easier to read than an overlaid caption, and works with screenreading software.) Articles may appear in other FISTS CW Club newsletters but
nowhere else without your permission; if you have additional requirements with
regard to copyright, please let us know.
Finally, you must obtain permission to use existing material from the web or
books from the owner or publisher, even if it is only extracts.
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Important news from SOTA BEAMS

Robert M0BPT #5576

Hi folks
During the lock down period, there has been a major change at Sota Beams. I’ve
decide to retire and my colleague, Martin Jackson (Image below) has taken over
as Managing Director. I will still be around in the background of course, but the
day to day running of the company will be done by Martin. After taking a bit of a
break I intend resuming my “Radio Adventures” video series.
Martin is an engineering graduate, and has worked as our technical director for
four years. Marin has developed some of our most popular products, such as the
WSPRlite and the WOLFWAVE. You will hear more from him in the coming
months.
Martin can be contacted at martin@sotabeams.co.uk
Please use URL: support@sotalbeams.co.uk for technical support
On a more personal note, I have met, spoken to and corresponded with many
wonderful customers over the years. I would like to thank you for your support
and encouragement. I hope that you will continue to support the company as
Martin takes over.
With 73, and “Stay safe”
Richard. G3CWI #7160
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100 Years of Maritime radio

Larry G4HLN #18089

100 YEARS OF THE LONG-RANGE MARITIME RADIO SERVICE IN THE UK
Larry Bennett, G4HLN, ex-Radio Officer, Portishead Radio
It was 100 years ago this year that the United Kingdom commenced the longrange maritime radio service, operated by the Post Office from a site at Devizes,
Wiltshire. The site was originally planned to be one of the receiving sites for the
point-to-point radio service. However, this plan was cancelled due to the onset
of World War 1, and the location was used for army training purposes before
being purchased by the Post Office for maritime radio use.
The station (known as Devizes Radio), using call sign GKU and operating on
long-wave frequencies, soon became extremely busy, with high levels of traffic
being handled, especially from the large Trans-Atlantic liners, and in 1925 a new
receiving station at Highbridge in Somerset was constructed, with the
transmitters at Devizes being keyed from this new site.

The Devizes Radio site, c. 1925
It soon became clear that as more and more ships became fitted with radio
equipment the site could not cope with the demand; and therefore in 1928 a
new transmitter site at Portishead Down (on the Bristol Channel coast
southwest of Bristol) became operational.
The transmitters at Portishead were keyed by operators at Highbridge, using
landline connections to the site. It is normal practice for the station name to be
called after the transmitter site, which is how Portishead Radio came to be
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100 Years of Maritime radio

Larry G4HLN #18089

known. The Devizes site continued to be used for tests on the short-wave bands
but closed around 1930.
The new station continued to handle a large amount of radio traffic during the
1930s, including high levels of business from the transatlantic liners and the
large flying boats popular during that time.

Highbridge receiving station, operating point from 1938.
The war years from 1939-1945 saw a great change in handling traffic; it was
forbidden for ships to transmit from certain areas of the world, as this would
give away their position to enemy monitoring stations (except in distress
circumstances). Instead, traffic was broadcast “blind” from transmitters at
Portishead and Rugby, and it was assumed that correct reception had taken
place. The station became more of a monitoring station, listening for calls from
allied forces and occasional SoE stations, as well as training Radio Officers for
service on allied vessels. The station was also used to train Radio Officers before
they were despatched to allied ships and other coastal radio stations.
To aid communication to and from vessels, an “area scheme” was established to
allow the sending and receiving of traffic from Admiralty radio stations
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100 years of Maritime radio

Larry G4HLN #18089

worldwide, with messages being relayed via Admiralty teleprinter circuits. This
method of traffic handling became so efficient it remained in service until the
early 1970s.
At the cessation of the war, the receiving station at Highbridge was expanded
with additional wings being added to the large control room, with large steel
maps adorning the walls showing the last known position of vessels worldwide.
A “Ship’s Bureau” was established which recorded such information and was
used to assist in ensuring traffic was sent by the most efficient means.
Each w/t console comprised a Marconi CR-150 or CR-100 receiver, an aerial
switch which selected the most appropriate aerial (the receiving site consisted
of highly-directional rhombic aerials spaced every 15 degrees), a transmitter
selection unit, a standard Post Office morse key, and an Imperial typewriter on
which to transcribe incoming traffic on to telegram forms. These forms were
then passed to the landline room for onward transmission to the destination.

Operating wing, 1951
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100 years of Maritime radio

Larry G4HLM #18089

These consoles remained in use throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the only
change of note being the replacement of the receivers from the trusted CR150sand CR-100s to Racal RA1217 receivers.
Throughout the 1960s the station continued to expand dramatically with traffic
figures reaching record levels. Radiotelex equipment was installed to provide
cost-effective communication to passenger ships and other high-traffic vessels.
A new operating wing was constructed to cater for increasing radiotelegraphy
traffic levels (known as ‘D’ Wing, which mainly handled 22 MHz traffic, and the
Radiotelephone service was brought to the Highbridge site in the early 1970s
replacing the receiving terminals at Brent and Baldock.
The facilities at Highbridge were inadequate to handle the R/T traffic levels so
staff were taken to the former point-to-point station at Somerton Radio near
Yeovil, where extra R/T consoles were installed.
The area scheme was terminated in 1972 and with it the end of the Royal Navy
presence at the station.
The ageing transmitters at Portishead closed in 1979 and were replaced by sites
at Rugby, Leafield, Ongar and Dorchester; however the familiar name
’Portishead Radio’ continued to be used. The Portishead site eventually became
the location for the Avon & Somerset Police Headquarters.
Plans were made in the mind-1970s for a purpose-built station adjacent to the
existing site in Highbridge. This opened in 1982, featuring state-of-the-art
message handling systems and new Racal MA1075 remote receivers, connected
to the aerials at Somerton by a microwave link.

Operating console,
new station, 1983
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100 Years of Maritime radio

Larry G4HLN #18089

The prominent aerials at Highbridge, once a familiar sight on the local skyline,
were dismantled.
The station continued to provide a high level of involvement with the numerous
high-profile yacht races held during the 1970s and 1980s, and many yachtsmen
visited the station in order to familiarize themselves with the protocols
necessary for efficient radio communications.
Many radio amateurs would have taken their morse code examinations at
Portishead Radio until the mid-1980s, and were often treated to a tour of the
station after their test.

Satellite systems started to make inroads into HF traffic during the 1980s,
and although a new and popular aeronautical radio service commenced, it
soon became clear that the traffic levels would drop to such an extent as to
make the station unsustainable. Introduction of the ‘Gateway’ service,
which provided radiotelephone and radiotelex links to remote locations
for relief agencies and companies based in areas where the
communications infrastructure was poor or non-existent proved popular.
However, despite these new services, the writing was on the wall. The
introduction of the satellite-based GMDSS (Global Maritime Distress and
Safety System) in 1999 was the final nail in the coffin for terrestrial radio
services worldwide. Staff who retired were not replaced, and surplus staff
were redeployed to other BT departments.
On 30th April 2000 Portishead Radio broadcast the final message and the
famous station was no more, an occasion which was witnessed by local
television and over 100 ex-staff. The final message transmitted in morse
code read:
CQ CQCQ de GKB2/4/5/6 =
This is the last broadcast from Portishead Radio. For 81 years we have served
the maritime community. We say thank you to all those who have supported
and used our station.
We pay tribute to Marconi who made it all possible. His first transmissions
across water were made from nearby here and so started the radio era. We
are proud to have been part of that era.
As this historic time in the commercial messaging world comes to a close the
manager and radio officers wish you farewell from Portishead Radio/GKB +
SK
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Larry G4HLN #18089

The same message was transmitted by radiotelephony and radiotelex and a
recording is available on the Portishead Radio website.

The last transmission, 30�� April 2000.
The famous buildings were demolished in 2007 to make way for a housing estate
called “Mulholland Park” named after Don Mulholland, a former station
manager and his father Robert who also worked at the station in the 1920s and
1930s. Sadly no provision was made to commemorate the existence of this
famous station. Since then, representations have taken place to mark the site
with a suitable plaque or memorial, which has the support of the local MP for
the area; however at the time of writing no confirmed memorial has been
agreed. The station however continues to be remembered with a detailed and
extensive website at www.portisheadradio.co.uk and an active Twitter feed. A
Facebook group exclusively for ex-staff also exists.
The 100�� anniversary of the service is being commemorated with the
publication of a detailed history of the service which is due for publication in July
2020. It is planned for it to be available through Amazon and Waterstones, and
also through the Portishead Radio website. There will also be at least one
commemorative amateur radio station active during the same month. Sadly all
other events (including a staff reunion and a local exhibition) have had to be
cancelled due to COVID-19 restrictions.
The service remains a much-missed institution, and one which many of us are
proud to have been involved in.
73, Larry. G4HLN
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Geoff M1EDF Writes:
I have done CW from 15 yrs of age when I left school and went to Burton-onTrent station as a trainee telegraph clerk, , I was trained on double key sounders
as pictured ,
I am or have been with
exception of 18 months and
doing S/events, when I at 79
had a bad fall and I have
paralysis in my keying arm
which prevents me doing the
volume of CW as I have always
done, I am trying to get back
into it but only short periods,
Which brings me to SWL
listening. Having had a pilot’s licence I am interested in None Directional
Beacons that outline the route for aircraft.
I come now to the pictures as
an example the brass disks. I
was in medical practice after
leaving the RAF and used to
visit patients, On my travels
in 1970’s I used to pass the
Lichfield NDB.. I produced my
pilots licence to a
maintenance engineer who
was going to the ground
station to service it, I was
astonished what I saw, There
was a power unit and ATU
and Ant feed from a Dipole;
but more interesting there
was a disc that was revolving
like shown. I think it must
have been geared, a spring
loaded hammer was
stationary on the edge of the disc which had segments cut out on the edge one
set on one side and same the other as the hammer dropped in the slots it made
an electrical contact like a Morse key, the segments were as follows.
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DI DA DI DI (L).. DI DI (I).. DA DI DA DI (C) Lic, meaning Lichfield.
This operated on 534 KHz MW...I am writing this to obtain a photo of such a
Heath Robinson set up. Each time it revolved it gave out LIC by the
hammer rising and falling in each slot and then again as it revolved the other
half the hammer the size of a small screw that is used on Transceiver covers was
attached to the spring and dropped
into each slot creating a contact.
And so making a transmission; the disc
was almost the same feature as the
photos I have attached.
I wonder if any of the readers have
come across such apparatus?
I had this brought to my attention from a previous article in a FISTS magazine
which was the same sort of thing as a clockwork distress beacon and relieved the
operator of doing an SOS after abandoning ship with frozen fingers..
If a photo cannot be found I am sure this is an interesting subject for the journal.
Best wishes
Geoff.M1EDF #10866
Can anyone help Geoff in his quest?
Perhaps G3ZOD or G4YVM can shed light on the subject?
GW4AQU, of Castle electronics has had a long period of his life maintaining
and repairing aircraft/airport/aviation electronics.
That could be another route for you head down Geoff: Ed.
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Nate Goes to War © 2019 All Rights Reserved Robert E. Houf K7ZB
Ending from part one
Although he was a fine marksman, honed by a boyhood in which he grew up
hunting mule deer and elk in Colorado with his father, the main difference for
Lance, other than the calibre of the gun, was that wild game didn’t shoot
back
As they left the PBY and headed up the crushed coral path to the thatched
roof over the open sided enlisted men’s place of refuge for a beer, Nate began
to tell Lance how he got into radio in the first place…
oooOOOooo

July 4, 1943 Ch. 4 MIA
“David, please - have another piece of pie!”
“Really, Mrs. Miller, I am about to burst – your apple pie is my all-time
favourite, but I can’t eat another bite.”
Dave Francis was finally beginning to gain back some of the weight he had lost
on Guadalcanal. When Nate left for the Navy after Pearl Harbour, Dave stayed
at home in Ohio for several more months, studying at Ohio University in
Athens.
He missed the 80 meter CW rag-chews he had with Nate during High School
days after he started college but those were a distant memory now – Parris
Island took care of a lot of memories, pushed out of mind while he ground his
way through Marine Corps boot camp in South Carolina. At least he had the
good fortune, if one could call it that, to join during the winter months and
miss the heat and humidity of coastal South Carolina in the summer.
Dave’s background, unlike Nate, did not help him when he entered the
Marines. They did not check everyone coming into camp to see if they could
copy Morse Code like the Navy did. Nate had been quickly ear-marked for the
Radioman rating as soon as they learned of his skill and background – a trick
that the military first used in WW I to put amateur radio operators into the
new Signal Corps and short-circuit a lengthy process of turning unskilled men
into military radio operators. Back in 1914 they were still using wire telegraphy
and spark gap radio equipment which wouldn’t evolve to Continuous Wave
wireless telegraphy for several years after the war. And radio technology was
critically important to ships at sea as the Titanic disaster had shown with
devastating clarity. But the Marine Corps did need riflemen, and a lot of them,
so Dave left his college days and ham radio behind and took up a 1903
Springfield .30-06 as his new best friend. The classic M-1 Garand had become
the standard issue rifle in November of 1941 but the Marines were slow to
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adopt it with a 30 year history of the Springfield. The formation of the 1st
Marine Division in 1941 soon included Dave as a Private and he made the long
trip on board ship through the Panama Canal with “The Old Breed” up the coast
to San Francisco. They didn’t know where they were headed until the Golden
Gate Bridge was put to their troop ship’s rudder and weeks at sea had passed,
then they were told they were steaming for Wellington, New Zealand.
It would be much later that they learned they would make the first American
land assault of World War 2 on a remote island in the Solomon Island chain in
the South Pacific – Guadalcanal. After an unopposed landing on Red Beach, the
Marines established themselves close to the new airfield that was under
construction by the Japanese in their relentless push to spread The Greater East
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere around the Pacific. Once the airfield was complete,
the Imperial Japanese Naval Air Service would be able to cut off Australia and
New Zealand from the US and enable their capture without interference.
Henderson Field, as it was soon named after a Navy fighter pilot, became a
fiercely contested piece of real estate from 7 August 1942 until early 1943. The
1st Marine Division would win fame and glory at terrific cost in the first battle of
the Pacific with Japan and Dave was in the thick of it. Guadalcanal marked the
end of the advance of the Rising Sun in the South Pacific and brought thankful
relief to the citizens of Australia and New Zealand. During the Battle of Edson’s
Ridge in mid-September (called ‘the battle of bloody ridge’ by the Marines who
fought there) Dave was shot through the thigh by an Arisaki rifle bullet. The
7.7mm round passed cleanly through his leg without breaking bone - he was
bound up and kept in the fight until the battle cleared. Malaria was rampant on
the island and Dave, with many others, got sick despite the quinine they were
fed and by the time the 1st Division left the island at Christmas for Melbourne,
Australia, and R&R, he was headed back to the US for recovery.
When he finally got home to southern Ohio his weight had dropped from 197
pounds of muscle to 140 and his uniform hung on him like a scarecrow. It was
the 4th of July and Dave had come over to Nate’s home to have dinner before he
left to return to active duty. Charlie and Marge Miller were subdued yet happy
to see Dave. A month before, a knock on the door of their modest home on
Church Street brought them the Western Union telegram – a most unwelcome
message - but not the worst possible. It read, “The Secretary of War desires me
to express his deep regret that your son NATHAN HALE MILLER RADIOMAN 3C
has been reported missing in action since April 15, 1943…” Since that time, they
had no further word on Nate. Charlie and Marge were devastated, at the same
time hopeful and Dave’s visit helped in a bittersweet way.
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Dave tried to reassure them that Nate was the kind of guy who could handle
himself and if anyone could beat a bad deal it would be him. They had played
football together in High School and Dave knew his tall friend had the grit to
deal with difficulty and survive. And Dave had known about
Nate’s Shawnee Indian ancestry – in fact, he had studied early American History
in depth and knew what the character of Tecumseh meant to the tribe. He
secretly thought if Nate was alive that he would draw on the strength of his
blood ties to his people, even if he was quarter Shawnee.
Grit, indeed… Mrs. Miller’s eyes teared up as Dave walked to the front door and
she pulled him tight for a hug and said, “God bless and keep you, David”.
Charlie brought Marge close and put his arm around her as they walked back
into the dining room where Marge started clearing the table. Charlie picked up
the pie and took it to the kitchen. “Dear, I need to go in early tonight, I am
going to contact TJ in Flagstaff if I can get a wire set up”, Charlie called as he left
the kitchen. TJ and CW (Charlie’s signature call sign on the railroad telegraph
system) had struck up a friendship after Nate had passed through Flag on his
way to Navy boot camp. CW had received the message Nate asked TJ to pass
back along the line and as a result the two lightning slingers had bonded over
the wire via Morse code.
Once in a while despite the heavy traffic across the divisions, they had managed
to get a circuit set up that allowed them a short chat. This was only possible at
night hours that covered both Ohio and Arizona, so TJ had to come in very early
to make it work and it did not always happen. And when it did, it was because
so many of the operators knew the story and were willing to bend the rules a
bit for fellow card-carrying members of the Order of Railroad Telegraphers.
TJ had been struck by the young man when he showed up 7 months earlier in
Flagstaff and asked him to pass along a message to CW. Something about
Nate’s poise and bearing made an impression on him and he had remarked to
Sally that evening at dinner that he wondered how things would go for him in
the Navy and the war.
Now every operator from southern Ohio to Flagstaff knew of Nate and there
were many who listened in on the chat when it happened. A lot of telegraphers
were thinking of Nate somewhere missing in the South Pacific. Tonight, CW
would pass on no news about Nate, but he would briefly tell TJ about Dave
Francis and his visit.
Charlie kissed Marge goodbye and quietly walked out the door, headed to
Musselman Station.
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March 27, 1943 Ch. 5 SHOT DOWN
“They bought our scrap iron and fired it back at us…”
W.E. Houf, 2ndLT USMCR Guadalcanal 1942
The 20mm cannons on a Mitsubishi Zero fighter aircraft were the opposite of
the .303 caliber machine guns mounted on the airplane. They fired more
slowly but packed a massive punch – you just had to be close enough for
them to be effective. Zero pilots often used their machine guns to register
hits on an enemy aircraft and when they were
successful, they quickly switched to the cannons for the kill shot. So it was on
the first two occasions at the beginning of the battle for Guadalcanal that
Nate’s PBY was just lightly damaged – only the 7.7mm machine gun rounds
penetrated the aircraft and the Zeroes overshot the Catalina before they
switched to cannons. The first Zero on the second attack met its fate by the
Gunners Mate striker, Lance Chadwick.
The third attack happened while the Galloping Goose was flying a patrol near
Bougainville when things changed for the worse. This time the Zero pilot was
skilled in the art of aerial warfare and came in from the sun and above the
PBY. He held his fire until he was within 500 yards at almost 300 miles per
hour and gave a short burst from his two guns, confirmed he was hitting the
pylon holding the wing to the fuselage then let loose with his two 20mm
cannons.
Not a shot was fired in return as the Catalina dropped like a rock toward the
sea, its back broken and the engines on fire.
The pilots struggled with the controls, pulled back with all their strength on
the yokes and managed to lift the nose enough just in time to splash into a
swell that was rising to meet it – the result was a sudden stop and a
tremendous crash. The nose of the PBY was buried in water, flooding the
fuselage and swamping the front half of the airplane. Both pilots were killed
at impact along with the flight engineer who died in the cannon fire. Nate
was knocked unconscious along with the two waist gunners. The other crew
members were nowhere to be found, presumed dead in the crash and never
seen again. Nate came to, floating inside against the top of the fuselage with
the two gunners who were struggling to free themselves from the debris.
The air pocket they were breathing was closing rapidly as the water rushed in
and their only chance was to swim down into the plane and exit from the
blister on either side.
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This meant they had to clear the .50 caliber machine guns from the opening
first then swim out for the surface.
Their one piece of luck, other than surviving the crash alive, was that the life
raft also tore free from the wreck and floated to the surface near them,
automatically inflating into shape.
The tail of the PBY was half above water at a precipitous angle, rising and
falling with the swells. Nate and the two gunners swam to the life raft and
held on to the sides, catching their breath and building their reserve of
strength to heave themselves over the rubber sides and into the raft.
Nate flopped over the side first then hauled Lance in after him. The starboard
waist gunner was struggling, slipping back into the water. His eyes were
glazing over as his hands relaxed their grip on the rubber raft. He gurgled
incoherently as he tried to speak to Nate, then slowly sank into the ocean,
lifeless eyes looking up at the surface as he disappeared in the water. “What
happened to Tom?”
Lance was gasping for breath and looking over the side of the raft at empty
ocean. “I don’t know – maybe he slammed into the machine gun stanchion
when we hit?”
Nate slumped back into the raft as they both rested from their hairy escape
from the PBY and the struggle to get into the boat. His mind beginning to
clear, Nate began to think about their situation and took stock of what they
had. He looked around for the paddles and found them, and the can of water
– the most precious asset in the raft was where it was supposed to be – and
then he spotted the Gibson Girl.
“Ah”, thought Nate, “we aren’t in as bad a shape as I feared…”
Lance watched Nate cradle the Gibson Girl in his arms and a faint smile came
across his face. Now a Gibson Girl was the ideal of beauty as drawn by the
artist Charles Dana Gibson during the late 19th and early 20th century–
voluptuous curves with a wasp-like waist was a significant feature at the time
and the designers of the emergency radio beacon used a most practical form
factor that resembled the narrow waist. The proper use of the radio involved
holding it between your thighs and cranking the handle on top which turned
the internal generator that would put the automatic beacon transmission out
over the airwaves. If the operator knew Morse Code, there was a pushbutton
on the front panel that would allow the castaway to key the transmitter on
500KHz. Any ship or airplane was required to monitor the 500KHz frequency
for just such an emergency and using their Radio Direction Finding receiver
they would be able to locate the raft within a 200 mile radius.
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That is, as long the 300’ antenna wire was sufficiently high which could be
accomplished with the balloon or kite that was included as part of the kit.
The PBY had been shot down close to the shore of Bougainville which was a
hotbed of Japanese activity after the successful defense of Guadalcanal.
Although Henderson Field had now been denied them, the Japanese knew they
would need an airfield of suitable size in the region to defend their holdings and
they planned to expand their position on Bougainville.
Nate knew if he set up the beacon while they were drifting 15 miles offshore,
he very likely would draw the attention of not only a friendly rescue but a hoard
of enemy aircraft who would attack his rescuers – he did not want to become
bait. A 15-mile paddle in the current offshore to Bougainville would not be easy
but they could see land and knew that great stretches of the island were
uninhabited or inhabited by islanders that might be friendly.
Usually Melanesians were easily persuaded to join with the Americans but in
some cases, it was a crapshoot and you had to be careful how you approached
them before you made a fatal mistake.
“Lance, we need to get this raft to the shore and hide on the beach. Once we
get there, we can figure out how to get help with the Gibson Girl. I will send
code and we will work it out from there. And if we are extremely lucky, we
might be able to join one of the Coast-watchers.”
Lance was in no mood to argue and with that plan they started stroking the tooshort paddles toward Bougainville…

March 28, 1943 Ch. 6 THE BAY
“To the forces, as they approached, Empress Augusta Bay presented a
magnificent but somewhat terrifying spectacle. Behind the curved
sweep of the shore line, a heavy, dark green jungle...swept up over
foothills and crumpled ridges to the cordillera which was crowned by a
smoking volcano, Mount Baranga, 8,650 feet above sea level...It was wilder
and more majestic scenery than anyone had yet witnessed in the South
Pacific... 1
That description could have been written by Nate after the two sailors paddled
their life raft across the current and into the breakers crashing on to the beach
at the north end of the bay. In another seven months, a landing force would
come ashore to establish the base from which the US forces would mount their
continued attack on Rabaul,
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the big Japanese base further up the island chain from which the enemy
controlled the entire area. The strategic goal of the US and allies was to
conquer Rabaul, neutralizing Japan’s ability to extend force by air and sea. But
on this evening, the bay was barren and largely ignored due to the fact that
the Japanese had built their bases on the north, east and south coasts of
Bougainville and left the west side to the jungle. This was both a curse and a
blessing for Nate and Lance. No one was around – no islanders, no Japanese
but it also meant no Coast-watchers nearby on this side of the island.
Once they pulled the raft off the beach and had it hidden under foliage in the
jungle, they sat and rested. Neither spoke a word. The drinking water from the
raft was long gone but there was a river not far from where they landed that
had fresh water that came down from the mountain – actually a smoking
volcano that towered over the center of the island. Coconut palms grew right
up to the water’s edge, over 100’ tall, leaning out over the beach which gave
some measure of protection from the air – and a source of food.
Nate looked at Lance and his gaze fell on the knife in the sheath on his belt - a
Marine standard issue Ka-Bar that he had traded for on Guadalcanal a month
earlier. The Marine 2nd Division was better equipped than the 1st Marine
Division when they were relieved in late 1942, and their PBY often landed on
Henderson Field for refueling. Trading equipment, swapping gear and
souvenirs and the general art of cumshaw2 was rampant in the South Pacific.
Somehow Lance had managed to keep the Ka-Bar on his belt through the crash
and the swim out of the aircraft.
The coconuts on the beach were rotten. Or eaten by the monstrous coconut
crabs that could span 3’ across and crack open a coconut with their pincers.
“Lance, let me have your knife and I ‘ll climb up and knock down some
coconuts and we’ll eat.” It was a long climb and shredded his dungarees but
successful. Lance simply had to stay out of the way as the coconuts rained
down. As Nate climbed, he thought through their options on Bougainville. He
wasn’t sure exactly how many or where the Coast-watchers were located on
the island.
Most of these men had been plantation owners or managers before the war
and were Australian with few exceptions. One, Paul Mason, was especially
adept at maintaining his radio equipment, called a “teleradio” set. He had
been an Australian amateur radio operator and knew his gear inside and out.
He was near Keta on the east coast of the island. He would be resupplied by
moonlight air drops from PBY’s and was constantly on the alert for enemy
patrols who knew he was somewhere on the island.
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His CW transmissions were correspondingly brief so the Japanese couldn’t use
their Radio Direction Finders to pinpoint his location. He moved as often as
necessary to hide his radio.
Others were less adept but all of them hidden in their high locations were keen
to watch the Japanese air and sea movements providing invaluable information
for the allied forces. Often, they were chased by Japanese patrols and their
courage, performance and adaptability were warmly commended by the high
command in the Pacific.
An early warning of approaching bombers with their fighter escorts gave time
to send up US sorties that could gain enough altitude to slash through their
flights before hitting Guadalcanal. Nate knew the teleradio operating
frequencies were well above the 600 meter wavelength of the Gibson Girl’s
transmitter so contacting them directly would be out of the question. And he
knew also that the range of the BC-578 was greatly diminished when it was
used on land– the 300’ wire antenna worked best when it was vertical over
saltwater with the counterpoise dangling down in the ocean.
On their first night on the beach on Empress Augusta Bay they had been scared
when a Japanese patrol boat slowly motored along the Bay, flashing their
searchlight against the palms on the shore. They had barely enough time to
scramble further into the jungle before the boat came abreast oftheir location.
And Japanese Kawanishi floatplanes would occasionally cruise over the Bay
which could also easily spot them if they were on the beach attempting to
operate the emergency transmitter. Nate considered the situation and decided
their best opportunity lay in the use of sending Morse code on the Gibson Girl
and to do so he would have to figure out the most efficient way of rigging an
antenna.
The unit came with a spare antenna wire which would give a total of 600’ of
antenna but it would not be anywhere near vertical. The transmitter only put
out about 5 watts max when the generator was steadily cranked at 80RPM.
The solution he came up with was to use an antenna he had played with as a
ham radio operator that worked well on 160 meters – the 1.8Mhz shortwave
frequency that was just above the commercial AM broadcast band on
everyone’s radio back home. Twisting the two coils of wire together tightly
after scraping the ends of each with the Ka-Bar, Nate climbed a tall coconut
palm tree with the wire and dangled one end down to Lance to pull back into
the edge of the jungle where they had stashed the raft.
Nate looped the wire with a twist and hung it on a palm frond as far out on the
tree top as he could reach – at this point he was high above the edge of the
water.
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Climbing down the tree he carried the wire to another palm tree 100’ up the
beach and continued to string 400’ of wire like a strand of Christmas lights until
it drooped like a sagging telegraph wire between poles nearly 100’ above the
beach.
Now he had to deal with the counterpoise which had to be in saltwater as much
as possible to work effectively. He took the last 100’ of wire and twisted it to the
counterpoise wire in the Gibson Girl and waded as far out from the beach as he
could go, using rocks to sink the wire.
This was done just prior to sunset when they figured they had the best chance
not to be spotted. They were rewarded with one of the most glorious sunsets
they had ever seen. And the quickest too, since the sun sets with amazing speed
in the South Pacific when viewed over vast ocean spaces.
Lance sat down on the fallen coconut log, gripped the Gibson Girl between his
legs and began to turn the crank. After a minute or so the SPEED INDICATOR
lamp came on indicating all was well with the generator creating the low voltage
for the two vacuum tubes inside. One tube was for the audio oscillator that
created the 1KHz tone for the modulated CW signal that was transmitted by the
other tube. Nate hoped he would be able to tune the transmitter to the antenna
system – this was a crude version of an “Inverted L” type that he had such good
luck with as a ham – but it was merely a guess as to the antenna coupling match
he could achieve and that, in turn, would determine how much signal he would
produce.
All they needed – no, all they wanted – was enough signal for a passing airplane,
ship or submarine to hear them. Enough, but just enough was the goal. Tuning
the antenna load control, they saw a faint glimmer on the TUNE TO BRIGHTEST
lamp which grew a bit brighter as Nate tweaked the knob over to its maximum
range. Even a bad antenna match would put out a watt or two and that could be
all it would take on 500KHz. They were in business – Nate had been pondering
whether to put the transmitter in auto and send the message that Radio
Direction Finders could hear, or to use manual Morse code to send a rescue
request.
He thought of the decision in light of shooting tracers in combat – unfortunately,
they worked both ways – yes, you could see where your rounds were striking,
but they also showed where you were. Rather than expose themselves to the
Japanese RDF efforts that were trying to find Paul Mason and the other Coastwatchers on Bougainville, Nate decided to resolve the issue by using his code
skill and keeping his transmissions very brief.
Nate limbered up his wrist and started to send CW on the manual key...
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1 History of United States Naval Operations in World War II pg 259; a 15volume account of the United States Navy in World War II, written by Samuel
Eliot Morison
2 “cumshaw” - “It was probably British Navy personnel who first picked up
cumshaw in Chinese ports, during the First Opium War of 1839. Cumshaw is
from a word that means "grateful thanks" in the dialect of Xiamen, a port in
southeast China. Apparently, sailors heard it from the beggars who hung around
the ports and mistook it as the word for a handout. Since then, U.S. sailors have
given cumshaw its own unique application, for something obtained through
unofficial means (whether deviously or simply ingeniously). Outside of naval
circles, meanings of cumshaw range from a harmless gratuity or gift to bending
the rules a little to outright bribery.” Merriam-Webster Dictionary.
N.B. – as a US Navy sailor, I used this technique on the missile submarine I
served aboard, especially when we were in port during refit alongside the
submarine tender…

The BC-578 Gibson
Morse code key button upper right

A Gibson Girl sketch
by Charles Dana Gibson
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G0VFS #19525

Here is my attempt at making a copy of a vibroplex key. Started three weeks
ago and has proved to be the most time consuming key I have made so far. Just
the thing to keep ones-self occupied during the lock down. How on earth does
one get the hang of using one of these? Another challenge for the future I
think.
Roy Bailey #19525
(Roy has an excellent website. Containing more of his home made keys I invite
you to look at it; Ed)
URL: https://sites.google.com/site/hamradiog0vfs/about-me

After several years, still a mystery key

G0RDO #6459

John, G0RDO #6459 writes:
Hi Rob.
After several years of investigation, I still am at a loss to find the maker and
any information on this key! It is such a unique design and I thought it would
be easy to catalogue and identify such a key as this. But as yet no luck.
I wonder if the membership can throw any light on this model?
73 John. G0RDO
As many may know, John is master of the excellent web-site “MorseMad”
URL: www.morsemad.com
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Mind the gap.
I have read sometime ago about setting the contact gap on the straight Morse
key, I believe it was on the instructions for the British post office double current
key; all about so many ounces or pounds pressure on the knob to close the
contact gap. I will not presume to tell you how to set up the gap on your
straight key since this would be a total waste of time. The contact gap would be
between you and your key which you will set up to suit yourself. Think about
the criteria, the operator and a particular key; each of them different. The
sending speed, the weight of hand, the sending style of holding the knob, or
resting the hand on the desk and using a finger to tap the key, the methodology
of sending, or something in-between.
The wrist flexibility, the way you address the key, do you sit upright? Square to
the key? At a height to ensure the forearm is level with the knob? Are you
comfortable? Are you young and supple or old with arthritis? All these will
affect the contact gap and the adjustment of the spring.
Therefore you will set up the key to suit yourself and what is right for you; is
right provided you send readable Morse. What I do find myself is that once I
have set up my key it will usually send reasonable Morse to my general
satisfaction. But the next day will do nothing for me! The gap is too wide or too
close and the spring is too tight or too loose, or the contacts drag. So once
again the key needs to be adjusted and set up again
I’ve been a bit puzzled with this! Why does the key change? Or is it me? I’ve
spoken to other operators about this but it does not seem to cause any great
concern, but it bothers me! The “Why” of it!
There is not much we can do about “me” since the body changes with age and
old age strikes, I rub my hands together, warm them up, shake my hands about
to loosen the wrists; shake my arms and shoulders, put some of the XYL’s hand
cream on and rub it well in, all grist to the mill!.
But the “why” is still there. One explanation is expansion and contraction, the
enlargement or shrinkage of the materials composing of the key when subject
to temperature change. Perhaps this is the crux of the matter?
The Morse key is probably made up of brass, steel, plastics or ebonite, or all of
these in various forms and shapes, the older keys having a wood base of oak,
beech, prime or mahogany. The better wood bases being in two pieces with the
grain at 90 degrees to help prevent warping. But wood will absorb moisture
which will cause the wood to swell, expand, and thus move which in turn will
change the gap and spring setting.
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At the opposite end putting on the heating will cause a drying out, microscopic
changes in the wood and metals then affecting the gap and spring
Putting on the heating will change the ambient air temperature whether in the
house or in the garden shack. The greater the temperature change, the more
this will affect the key materials, different keys have different coefficients of
expansion and hence the changes in ones key gap and spring.
But, where is the basis of this supposition? Perhaps what I write is nonsense!
But recently reading a book “MAP OF A NATION” (a biography of the ordinance
survey) Rachael Hewitt (2010)p.xxii “Accuracy in early map making was the
susceptibility of many surveying instruments materials to changes in
temperature which made them expand and contract” This book much
recommended!
The physical properties of common alloys and some non metals and
coefficients of linear expansion at normal temperatures can be found in
“Kempe’s engineer’s year book” for those interested.
Where does this leave us as regards key adjustments? As you will, and what
suits you!
Tom Merrills G3VBS

Tom informs me that this drawing of
him was created by one of his
engineers whilst operational in
Azerbaijan.
(As 4KØTM Tom? :Ed)
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Operation as 5B/M0BPT Cyprus, June 2015

Robert M0BPT #5576

I had written this article some years ago, but never published. But still
relevant in checking the pitfalls of operation within CEPT legislation countries!
You may remember a previous article published in Key-Note by myself
regarding a visit to “5B Land” and to the Paphos Radio Club during 2014; which
left me wondering (On my return to the UK) about the logistics involved in
operation from Cyprus under CEPT legislation.
After a small amount of research, I’d decided to amass the equipment needed
to operate from 5B over the coming year, ready for my return in 2015. I sat
down and made a list of what was needed; what I already had, and if it would
do the job; mindful of weight, and ease of operation when out there.
Luckily for me, I already had the nucleus, my trusty K2/100 with KAT tuner; the
peripherals, i.e. switch-mode power supply, aerial etc. were obtained over the
coming months. Again, luckily, I became the owner of a Maas switched mode
supply, and a SRC X65 End fed aerial in one transaction from a 2E0 station in the
potteries (Stoke-on-Trent for our international members) area who sadly was
going QRT due to eagle eyed neighbour issues. The rest of the equipment
needed, I’d already got so I was good to go.
Now, I will add that, in the back of my mind, I never lost thought of the German
amateur Baldur DJ6SI and XYL Christa DL6KCD some years ago, operating under
CEPT as SV5/DJ6SI who were incarcerated under suspicion of spying! (1). Aware
of the “sensitive” situation within Cyprus; I posted on the 5B reflector, got
information from other 5B amateurs, Nestor, 5B4AHZ; Cyprus Amateur Radio
Society President gave me his telephone number to act as direct link with the
Ministry of works and communications in Nicosia, should any problems arise. I
certainly do not want to deter anyone from working under CEPT legislation, but
I’d suggest research for any possible pitfalls if you do!
After arrival in CY, and settling in; I’d looked at possible sites to mount the
aerial. I’d already spoken beforehand with the owner of the property where we
were staying for permission to operate, and in a typical Mediterranean way
exercised by the Cypriots; was told to “Do whatever you want” welcome words
indeed to a keen amateur, I could see in my mind’s eye, an A3S atop a lattice
tower pointing back towards the UK! Back to reality; I mounted the aerial in the
best place I could, set up the K2, and had a listen around the bands of interest
before firing up in earnest. Bear in mind I was travelling with others; so
operation had to be tailored around them and the vacation of course.
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Robert M0BPT #5576

I went live with 5B/M0BPT on the 18�� of June and transmitted almost every
day until the 30�� Juggling commitments and radio operation to suit all with
me; with great success I might add. I even found time to visit the PRC guys
once again, met up with Baz 5B4AHO and XYL Val at the Mandria fish bar who
rightly claim to produce the “Best fish and chips in Cyprus” for an excellent
lunch.
The main bands of operation were 30, 20, and 17m. With CQ’s on 80, 40, 15,
12, and 10m (which yielded no results) all CW. I did take a microphone with
me; the K2 does have the SSB option fitted, but didn’t take it out of the box.
A Few Stats for those interested:
72 contacts made: (As a casual operator, I can’t complain) in 20 countries:
Best DX: VK7CW Tasmania
Most rewarding contact: They all were, but A75GA; Tom in Doha; Qatar was a
surprise.
Most prolific country: European Russia: Closely followed by the UK.
QTH: Steni Village, Paphos district, Cyprus. Grid: KM64fx IOTA: AS-004
I will make the observation, in the politest way; the techniques advocated by
some (Asia especially) leaves a lot to be desired. Namely listening to you
working a weak station,; and then sitting a few cycles +/- deliberately causing
QRM until you give up and then jump on you for a rubber stamp QSO. This one
didn’t give up! And I made a point of ignoring their pleas for a QSO. (Manners
and civility cost nothing)
Activating 5B/M0BPT was a pleasant experience. Chatting with some, I was
surprised how sought after Cyprus is. Some were VERY pleased to get the
island in their logs; commenting that they’d been a ham for many years, and
this was the first time that they’d managed to hear the island on the air!
A few acknowledgements; thanks to my good friends Paul M0BMN, Baz
5B4AHO, 5B4AHZ of C.A.R.S. And of course members of the Paphos Radio Club
In closing, I do not want to deter anyone of operating in another country! Do
your homework before attempting a CEPT activation.
73. M0BPT (Now also 5B4AMA)
(1) I must make everyone aware of the anger and concern by the SV amateur
radio community regarding the treatment of Baldur and Christa! And their
lobbying of the authorities. At no time did they support the actions of the
said authorities!
More information here URL: http://hamgallery.com/gallery/D/dj6si.htm
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Activities Report

David G4YVM #15868

I hope you are all enjoying the very odd period of time we have spent under the
influence – dare I say control - of Covid virus. I have very much enjoyed the time
with my children but that might not be true for all, I do appreciate that.
Thankfully the time has coincided with good weather if not great conditions but
we did have some good activities for everyone to try their FIST at.
Did you have a bash at the Dunkirk one? Sadly the actual channel crossing was
curtailed – a certain erstwhile Fuhrer must be smiling…a virus did what he could
not, and play was stopped! I understand that the crossing will go ahead next
year so the event can be repeated! I will try for GB4DLS again then, although I
managed this year to a lesser extent than I had hoped for one good reason and
another and some days I did not get on at all. However, on the days I did get on I
managed to work a fare few stations and in the end I managed over 120 stations
globally, quite a few of whom were FISTS.
This coming month we have the straight key week to look forward to and then
the word search!! I do hope you both enter and enjoy them both.
Conditions
Whilst I have your attention, I wanted to mention “conditions”. So often I say
things like ‘conditions are poor’ only to have some chap come back with ‘well,
they aren’t for me…linear and three ele beam here old boy, worked twelve
pacific islands last night and one on them hasn’t even got any people on it!’.
Well, apart from the idea that conditions might still be bad FOR ME; it got me
thinking about the ionosphere. We all know that the ionosphere is a fickle
mistress but I rather envision it as a swiss cheese, constantly melting and
reforming. Have you seen the Northern Lights? They aren’t static at all, but in
constant flux. And I think this is what ‘conditions’ are like. There is no doubt
about it, if my rig is hearing nothing at all then conditions are poor – regardless
of whether you can raise the bar with your linear and beam.
Which raises another point…some folks say well, the bands are good but there’s
no one on. I just don’t buy that. Yes, after a contest say, then sure the band is
very quiet whilst all the ‘testicles’ have gone to sleep hut before the rest of us
have discovered the fact. BUT when I listen round and I hear not a single station
at all, then conditions are poor for sure and it’s not just that there’s no one on!
Right you lot…fire away!!!
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Bantenna.co.uk
Amongst other activities this month I have decided that if the mountain won’t
come to me, then off I trot to it. With the idea of paid airline work looking very
bleak indeed and driving for Tesco fun but hardly the stuff of dreams and wealth,
I’d better do something positive…so I have started a small company called
“Bantenna”. If you google bantenna.co.uk you’ll get nothing at the moment but
you will in time find a company ( me) making and selling antennas and antenna
bits. I really can’t say too much at the moment because of some business deals
with another company I am in the middle of but I will be producing a variety of
interesting, and some novel, aerials. I am working like a madman at the moment
testing and building aerials so that when they go on sale they will be good. I am
struggling with my website at the moment – I haven’t a clue what I am doing to
be honest so any help or advice will be most welcome. I will probably go with
either create.net or site 123. Anyway, keep an eye out for Bantenna /
Bantenn.co.uk. You will see adverts and reviews in due course.
News…
I hear that G0HKC, Keith is having fun on his loop but has still not worked G
stations. Something wrong there Keith as I manage to work inter G most days.
Try Bantenna…. Ouch, sorry couldn’t resist.
Dave G0AYD has a newly fixed Omega AND an HB1B from You kits on the way.
Nice rigs both! Let us know who you work.
What 3 words
I am a great fan of the locating system ‘what 3 word’. I won’t explain it here but
do google it. I am still trying to come up with an activity that encourages the use
of W3W but fear in the end I might just make it easy and say…get the words of
the other chaps QTH. Maybe we could say that we get points for alphabet
counts, so if you get 26 words starting with unique letters you get 26 points and
it’s all downhill from there. Might work; any thoughts??
I think that’s it from me this month sadly, I really am in a mad rush and as I type
getting ready to go to work for, well…every little helps!!
73 / 88 till next time
David. G4YVM #15868
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Bibliography of Maritime Telecommunications
Dr John Moyle G1AWJ #14875
My interest in CW is more from a historical point of view mainly due to my
“speed limit” of around 10wpm, I am also much limited by the stealth
requirement for antennas! I have retired from a long and stressful career in
electronics and medicine (see QRZ.com). In retirement, to keep the brain cells
dust- free, I have completed a PhD in the History of the Maintenance of the
Victorian Submarine Telegraph system….what an anorak!
With the publication of Larry Bennett’s Portishead Radio which is outstanding in
its detail, I thought members may be interested in other titles about the history
of maritime radio which I have classified into groups. Maybe I should explain
some historical terms. Primary evidence to a historian includes books and
documents written at the time by those involved. (As an aside: the word
“contemporary” is often misused. It does not mean “recent”. It is an adjective
which should be immediately followed by a date. eg. “contemporary to the
1920s”). Secondary publications are mainly written by historians who base their
writings on primary sources
Bibliography - History of Maritime Radio
Primary sources - Academic
Boucher EE
Admiralty

1917
Practical Wireless Telegraphy
1925 → Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy.
(multiple editions)
Dowsett HM,
1913Technical Instruction for Marine Radio
Walker LEQ
1950
Officers. (9 editions)
Erskine-Murray K 1907
A handbook of Wireless Telegraphy
GPO

1937

Marchant WH

1914

Handbook for Wireless Telegraph
Operators. (multiple editions)
Wireless Telegraphy Handbook for use of
Operators and Students

Secondary sources - Academic
Baker WJ
Barlow DH
Barlow DH

1970
????
2005

A History of the Marconi Company
History of the Lizard Wireless Station
From Spark to Satellite - Marconi in
Cornwall
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Beauchamp K
Bennett L

2001
2020

Blake GG

1928

Fahie JJ
Faulkner B

1901
1996

Goodwin WD
Goss ME
Hancock HE
Hocking WR &
Pellowe M
Homer P &
O'Connor F
Hughes M &
Bosworth K
Keen R

1995
2017
1950
2001

Kent B

1993

Phillips VJ
Pocock RF, Garratt
GRM
Sarkar TK et al
Sonnenberg GJ

1980
1972

2014
2012
1947

2006
19511988
Sterling CH & Shiers G 2000

History of Telegraphy
Portishead Radio - A friendly voice on
many a dark night
History of Radio Telegraphy and
Telephony
A history of Wireless Telegraphy
Watchers of the Waves - A history of
Maritime Coastal Radio Stations in Britain.
One hundred years of Maritime Radio
Compendium of Automatic Morse Code
Wireless at Sea - the first 50 years
Land's End Radio Trilogy. Vol 1 History, Vol
2 The operators, Vol 3 Casualties.
Marconi Wireless Radio Station Malin Head
from 1902
Titanic Calling - Wireless Communications
during the Great Disaster
Wireless Direction Finding, 4th edition
Signal! A History of Signalling in the Royal
Navy
Early Radio Wave Detectors
The Origins of Maritime Radio
History of Wireless
Radar and Electronic Navigation (6
editions)
History of Telecommunications Technology
- An annotated bibliography
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Bibliography of Maritime Telecommunications
Dr John Moyle G1AWJ #1487
Tetley L & Calcutt D

1986-2011

Electronic Navigation systems (3
editions)

Secondary sources - Less academic
Barslag K

1937

SOS - Radio Rescues at Sea

Greenlaw J

2002

Hooper J
Hutson HC

2007
1966

The History of the Radio Officer in the
British Merchant Navy and on Deep Sea
Trawlers.
Captain Henry Jackson of HMS Defiance
Sparks around the Bridge

Schroeder PB

1967

A history of Maritime Radio
Communications

Personal Reminiscences
Bradshaw R
Carroll OJ

1998
1993

Chandler RW

1973

Clemons BJ
Hickey VJ
Locket M
Malcolm IM
Malcolm IM
Radio Officers Assoc

1996
1994
2007
2010
2017
2012,
2015
Redwood R ("Sparks") 1989
Scott H
2013
Whitfield JW

2015

Williams D

1996

CQ-GT2M: Diary of a Maritime Radio Officer
Deep-Sea Sparks - A Canadian Girl in the
Norwegian Merchant Navy
Sparks at Sea - The experiencies of a ship's
radio officer
Wake of the Wireless Man (written 1920s)
Time to go Sparky
Radio Man - Marconi Sahib
Life aboard a War-time Liberty Ship
Letters from a Radio Officer
The Long Silence Falls - The life and times of
the Merchant Navy Radio Officer. Vols 1 & 2
QTC - A Seagoing Radio Officers Scrapbook
The Radio Officers War, Ship, Storms and
Submarines
Marconi Radio Officer - Convoys of a World
War 2 Sparks
Dots, Dashes and Spindrift - Maritime
Meanderings
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The Crystal Radio

Paul M0BMN #5533

The Crystal Radio
Although not a CW topic, one that many radio amateurs (and SWL’s) find
fascinating. A radio that needs no power and was the start of radio as we know
it. The crystal set radio. This like many was my introduction into the world of
radio. Even today I still enjoy building and using such radios. This is a little
account of what I have been playing with during this isolation period that has
kept me amused for many a hour. Why I don’t know, I have radios that use the
latest technology and computer control with digital processing and fancy
features but all of these radios will just be useless in a power cut!
For my 11�� birthday I was given a Tandy electronics kit, a simple low cost
Crystal Radio. It was very basic and followed the standard design. Ferrite rod
and coil, 200 pf variable capacitor with an OA91 diode. That was it, it came with
a Crystal earphone and some wire for an antenna
It didn’t take long to build. And with the supplied wire I could barely hear one
station, we had a small reel of wire in the shed that my dad somehow had
bought for reasons he had long forgot and so with his help I ran a wire from my
first floor bedroom window to the bottom of the garden 50-60ft.
This allowed the crystal set to work much better and I think I could hear about
three stations, this got me hooked on radio and started me off in this great
hobby of ours.

The standard circuit works as well today as it did back in the day.

This simple design can be
improved on without much added
complexity but it does work and
will receive strong local stations.
The biggest problem I find is that it
lacks selectivity and the strongest
station seems to take over the
band.
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A worthwhile improvement can be made by adding taps to the coil and moving
the point that the diode takes it signal from will make the selectivity shaper by
reducing the loading on the tuning coil. This does cost a little in sensitivity but
the ability to be able to separate stations is a big advantage.
Now there are many other ways that we can improve the basic design by using
fancy spider coils and using nice air spaced capacitors but that makes things
complicated and expensive so I was looking for a lower cost method.
Another way to improve the basic design was to look at the earphone that
came with the kit, it was one of the piezo crystal type with a impendence of
around 20Mohms (Note your normal phone type headphones are low
impendence and will not work with such a radio), this is so high impendence
that he diode did not have an effective DC return. Placing a 33-47K resistor
across the output terminals makes the return path complete and the audio is
much better quality.
By adding taps to the coil the input from the antenna can be moved further
down the coil too, so strong signals don’t swamp the receiver as badly. The new
circuit looks more like this.
This simple circuit works
fairly well and many
crystal radios have been
built using this (and the
basic design too) over the
years and people have
been happy using them.
The circuit is based
around using a ferrite rod
with about 60 turns of 34
SWG wire wrapped to
form the coil, taps could
be every 5 or 10 turns.
I was looking for a simple
small crystal radio that
worked well and would be very easy to build, I was using,like most designs, a
ferrite rod antenna but I know many people struggle to produce a neat coil and
if your not careful the inductance and hence the tuning range can be far off the
design. I tried a number of options but in the end I tried the low cost fixed value
axial inductors, the sort that looks like fat resistors.
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I didn’t expect too much from them and tried them with the standard circuit.
They worked and worked better than I expected with the same number of
stations receivable as when I used a ferrite rod. The selectivity was not so good
and I could hear the local power house station at all times even when tuned to
other stations.
I was still using a germanium diode the old OA91 but had heard that different
diodes can make a big difference, I had also heard of circuits using MOSFETs that
had a zero voltage gate requirements. There are two devices that often seem to
me mentioned in Crystal radio forums , the ALD110900A and the 3SK143-Q .
These devices do need a slight different
circuit but it was worth while giving it a
go.

This is the circuit of a typical MOSFET
crystal radio, The input resistance of the
MOSFET Is very high so it can be placed
right across the tuning coil without
loading the circuit to much, this gives big
improvement to the selectivity.
I built two versions of this type of receiver and did find that it worked, the
selectivity was better than using the OA91 diode but on strong signals the audio
sounded clipped, like the original crystal set without the dc return resistor fitted.
I tried a resistor across the output but no real fix. Placing a low value capacitor in
series with the antenna helped a little but I just didn’t like the audio and so
looked for a different solution, after all this MOSFET needed a Ferrite rod type
Coil arrangement too.
I went back to the second circuit but this time swapped the diode for a Schottky
diode, a 1N5711 type. I had heard since these have a low forward voltage they
will work in crystal sets. Well it didn’t take long to verify this. The new diode
worked and worked better than the OA91 in most aspects. The biggest
difference was the selectivity, this seemed just about as good as the MOSFET in
this and the sensitivity was not bad either, the only downside I could see was
again some distortion on the audio with the strong power house signal I receive
here. The distortion was not so pronounced as with the MOSFET and I found
with the radio tuned accurately the audio was acceptable, this was the only
aspect that the OA91 won over the other two detector types.
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I tried the original basic circuit again with this new diode and again was surprised
by the improvement this new diode gave. I decided to try replacing the large and
expensive ferrite rod and coil with the low cost fixed value axial inductors, the
type that look like fat resistors.
Of course I could do the same tap arrangement as I had used so stuck to the
simpler basic circuit. I found that this fixed inductor worked fairly well, not as
selective as before but useable.

I was still not satisfied with the performance and wanted to see if I could get this
little radios selectivity better, I came across a design on the web by Jim
Cushman, he called the ‘hobbydyne’ circuit, it’s a way to light the loading on the
coil without needing a array of taps for the diode. This sounded like what I
wanted using these fixed inductors. Jim’s Circuit can be seen here.

This circuit offers
less loading on the
tuning coil which
will give better
selectivity at the
expense of a few
extra components.

I found that this circuit made the fixed inductor act just about as good as the
ferrite rod coil.
On strong signals I find that the audio can still be distorted and so I added a few
other little mods to this Hobbydyne circuit. I called this final design the varidyne
as it added adjustable coupling to the diode circuit which acted like moving the
diode tap off position on the standard circuit . To help remove the possibility of
distortion on strong signals I added a little extra circuit that as been used for
many years on many designs (often called a Benny).
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The final change I made was to split the MW band in two. The fixed value
inductors could cover the full band but tuning was a little cramped on one side
so I split the band into two and used two different values that gave some band
spread on each half of the band. Band 1 was about 2Mhz to 880Khz and Band 2
is about 1Mhz to 400Khz .I even added a third coil of 4.7mH which allowed
reception of radio 4 Long Wave 198KHz.
The circuit looks like this now although this only shows the two coils I used for
MW.

You can see that This circuit is slightly more complicated than the original basic
circuit we started with but the performance is much better, if you really wanted
to get the best out of this then may be wind spider coils, use air spaced variable
capacitors and high impendence headphones (you could remove R2/C2 then)
but this was intended to be a low cost and small crystal set that could be built
by anyone without hard to get parts.
With this circuit I don’t find much benefit with the 1n5711 diode and in fact the
old OA91 sounds better in my opinion. I have ordered some high quality OA7
gold contact diodes which by all accounts are considered one of the best for
crystal radios and so I will update this when I get chance to try them.
Until then stay posted and have a play with these simple little radio circuits, a
great way of spending a wet afternoon.
Paul M0BNM
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Lockdown CW and beyond

Andrew M0IRU #19282

I thought I would write to you as a newcomer to CW and share my learning
journey experience and how much support newcomers receive from members of
the CW community.
I have been encouraged to start my learning journey by several Dover Amateur
Club members in cohesion with Essex CW : G3MLO, Peter Weatherall and G4JYU,
Nigel Bourner participated in their Slow Morse course which was sent 3 times
per week and covered the basics to plain text. It was cut short due to personal
reasons. Another fellow Dover club member G0KOK, Peter Love introduced me
to FISTS during one of his club talks.
It was at this point that The National lockdown took place and I discovered a
course on YouTube by M0PTO, Matt Reeve called Lockdown Morse and I decided
to ‘give it a bash’.
It is a very good course managed by Matt, who as a coroner, was extremely busy
with work yet he always uploaded the video content when he stated and I
decided early on to treat myself once I had mastered the Alphabet as an
incentive to stick to the course.
I found myself taking to the lesson style and always completed the lesson in a
timely manner (which for me is good) I soon learnt the alphabet characters and
treated myself to the new key in the
attached image - A Begali Simplex Pro. I
made my decision based on the YouTube
reviews and support offered by G0PNM
Pete Sobye. It is a wonderful key and far
superior in quality and usability than what I
previously owned. I was listening on the
CW portion of the bands and becoming
more and more apprehensive of
participating in the various QSO’s that were
not sending at a great speed. My fingers
hovered above the key for many an
evening until I decided to interact with the
next person who was sending CQ. I was
lucky enough to get GB1RNLI special event
call sign managed by National Club of the
Year Hilderstone Amateur Radio Society
(operator was G4BSW Nigel Hadley) My first CW QSO and a special event station
made the contact more memorable. To be honest I was floating on air that
evening and new I would enjoy this new found mode!
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It was at this time that I spotted the Slow CW UK group on Facebook and
decided to join. I am so glad that I did. I had begun to have doubts since my first
QSO and again became apprehensive. It appeared that the group had a
membership with people just like me who had an understanding of CW or were
in the stages of learning.
The group led by enthusiastic administrators, were encouraged to engage on
3.555 MHz and members were given assurances that it didn’t matter about
mistakes or speed, all needs would be met.
I listened for the first few evenings and didn’t quite feel as though I was good
enough for the ‘net’ and was becoming quite nervous about keying.
I have no idea why I was so worried - but I guess it is natural.
Since joining the group I have had several QSO’s with group members and had
several with G4SDX George ‘Max’ Townend from Huddersfield and a friendship is
developing via CW QSO’s. I have found I prefer to converse rather than rubber
stamp but I think it’s because I am a social person!
I have since gone on to have several QSO’s with slow CW operators and look
forward to moving on and exchange my FISTS number!
So, as you can see I have been supported by many members of the CW
community from all of the UK and it goes to show that people will all unite
together for a common cause.
I am so grateful to everyone that helped me on this journey.
My advice to anyone starting out like me is don’t poise over the key and doubt
yourself, use a slow CW frequency, send as fast as you can receive and never be
afraid to ask the sending operator to repeat transmission and set yourself a
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Target) with a small reward
when target is met.
My next target?
To participate in a CW contest!
Regards
M0IRU
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Hungarian military Mechlabor key

M0BPT #5576

During May Ron G0MBV #19688 posted on the Fists news group, asking for
information on a recently acquired key that he had no information on. Looking
at the image provided, I realised it was identical to one that I had in my
collection that I also knew nothing about, John, G0RDO #6459 of “MorseMad”
fame soon arrived with an answer to Ron’s plea. It was a Hungarian Military
issue Mechlabor key, made in Budapest.
Peter G0KOK #13226 posted an image of the same key that he had in his
collection and also it’s “little brother” a miniature version of said key; also Gabor
HA0GB #19810 posted an image of his Mechlabor key.
Ron then reported that he’d produced a black laser and mirror chrome label he’d
made for his acquisition. (See image) I fired off an email to him (with my begging
hat on, and wallet opened) asking if he’d do the same for me. A few days later,
an envelope arrived at M0BPT with labels inside. Thank you so much Ron.
After doing a little research, now having a name of the producer of the key;
Mechlabor (Mechanical Laboratory) was indeed produced in Budapest as a
“Warsaw Pact” key between the years of 1946 -1985, (the miniature key that
G0KOK has, produced from around 1970 onwards). The full sized version used
with R104 radio transmitters and the TMG-1 practice set; and distributed to
other Cold War countries.
A little more digging around yielded some more information on the miniature
version that G0KOK had in his collection. It seems that it is of Russian military
design; (Was it made by Mechlabor and distributed to other “pact” countries? I
don’t know) This key was most likely used with the R143 and R159 (and also
some spy) radios. The small clip on the underside of both units is used to hold
the connector when not in use. The two-pin block connector is much the same
as the 1950’s “New, old stock” Czech military keys that were imported into the
UK a few years ago; which I’d imagine a lot of us have in our collections. To
preserve originality; I made a fly-lead up with banana plugs and a standard 3mm
jack plug at the other end, and use a 3mm/6mm convertor depending on the
radio being used.
It’s always worthwhile, if you have a key of doubtful origin; either send an image
to me or post on the news-group. Someone out there will have an idea of its
history
M0BPT
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G0MBV’s recently acquired Mechalbor key with new lead and label

G0KOK’s full size and miniature versions
And a close up of G0MBV’s excellent laser label
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REVIEW: uCPOKit (universal Code Practice Oscillator)
M0BMN #5533
Before you think Oh No , not another
code practice oscillator this one is
different. Yes you can just plug a key
into it and tap away if that’s what you
want, but unlike most oscillators you can
plug in a paddle key and practice with
that. Ok so that’s different but the BIG
difference that makes it unique is the 4
mode Morse tutor built in. Either
squeeze the paddle or hold down the
straight key when you turn the unit and
it changes its function to a Morse tutor, the first three modes are the standard
Letters. Number, Mixed. All in 5 figure groups just like the old tutors (Datong
D70, remember those?), the next mode is more interesting, a random call sign
generator that the pitch and speed change on each call sign. Of course you can
change the speed and gap between elements too. To change modes is easy, just
touch and hold the left paddle or hold down the straight key for a second or so
and you will hear a higher pitch Morse annunciation of the mode (’L’ for Letters,
‘N’ for Numbers, ‘M’ for mixed, and ‘C’ for call sign modes).
At first it seems that you cannot change the WPM rate for the tutor, after all it
only has two controls, one for Power/Volume and the other for Speed when
using it with a paddle key but you would be wrong.
The speed control works in the tutor modes to allow the gap between elements
to be changed. The WPM rate used by the tutor can be changed too. To do so
turn off the unit and hold down the key (or squeeze the paddles). DO NOT
release the key, turn on the power and continue to hold the key, after 2 seconds
the tutor will start sending a stream of Dits and Dahs, now adjust the speed
control to set the WPM rate to a level suitable for you, once happy with the rate
then AND ONLY THEN release the key. The tutor will now store this setting into
its memory and from now on (until you decide to change it again) use this each
time you use the tutor.
The Kit is on a smallish PCB, there are two controls that fit on the board, one for
power/Volume and the other controls the speed. The volume control can be
fitted into two places so you can have the control on the left or right hand side
depending on your preference, this is explained better in the instructions.
The kit can be purchased right now for £18 inc P&P Contact Paul M0BMN if you
want more info. m0bmn@yahoo.co.uk
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The Strawberry basket
100 years of maritime radio
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**UPDATE**

Larry, G4HLN; whose excellent article is in this edition has informed that:
“Postage and Packing rates for signed copies of the Portishead Radio/GKA
history book have now been worked out.
In the UK the P&P will be £3.00 for 1 book, £4.50 for 2 books and £6.00 for 3
books. You can order through the link on the website:
URL: http://https://portisheadradio.godaddysites.com/gka-book
P&P for Europe is £6.50, N and S America/Africa/Asia is £10 and Australia/NZ
£11.00 for one book. Please contact me for prices for multiple copies.
The price of the book itself is £9.99 and copies are due to be received here by
the end of next week (12�� June). They will be sent out immediately after receipt.
You will still be able to obtain the book through Amazon and other on-line
retailers, although of course these will not be signed”
For UK members, Larry has some tentative dates penciled in for book signings;
but owing to the current situation, I’d suggest contacting him first..

Essex Hams, Online course for entry into amateur radio
Whilst the current situation in our country goes on I must make members aware
of the sterling work being done by Pete, M0PSX and his team at Essex hams.
URL: https://www.essexham.co.uk/train/foundation-online/
Who offer a online training course/videos for the entry level examination. My
eldest grandson, Lewis; who always accompanies myself and M0BMN to the
rallies that the society attends, and has a genuine interest in the hobby; did
enrol and complete the online course, (and is awaiting his online exam)
M0PSX informs me that, “ since to COVID situation, we’ve seen a six-fold
increase in applicants, and have switched to running a course every 2 weeks
(instead of monthly) just to keep up with the demand”
Whilst the current situation exists, The RSGB has introduced a online exam
facility for those waiting to take the entry level test. I understand that online
tests for both intermediate and advanced will be rolled out soon.. There is a
video interview on the roll out of the online exam on the You-Tube platform
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAxXTkBVVfc
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Special callsign II2EMCA to commemorate EMILIO CAIMI
IZ2FME #18103
News from Miki; IZ2FME who will be operational from
the 1�� of July until the end of the year: I wonder if any
member has one of his keys in their collection?
The special station "II2EMCA" will be active – CW only
(HF / WARC) from 01.07.2020 until the end of the year to commemorate EMILIO CAIMI (Milan 1876 – 1963), the
famous key maker, who had supplied the Italian Royal
Air Force (Regia Aeronautica) from 1932. We will soon
publish his complete biography, also discovered with the
help of unpublished sources, after a century of oblivion.
QSL direct via IZ2FME, and / LOTW. For more Information,
Iz2fme@amsat.org
73 de IZ2FME - N2FME - MM0FME - II2EMCA – MiKi FISTS#18103

News of the Cancellation of Telford Hamfest
Good Morning Rob (c/o FISTS)
At this time of year we have usually been sending mail to Exhibitors and Traders
to take bookings for the annual Telford HamFest in September, but this is not
happening in 2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Although lock down
restrictions are being gradually reduced, government social distancing rules
have remained unaltered.
Policing this rule would be quite impossible at a traditional Radio Rally type
event, so it is with deep regret that the Telford HamFest due on September 6th,
and the accompanying G-QRP Convention/Buildathon the previous day, have
both been cancelled.
We plan to return in 2021, and the equivalent date next year is Sunday 5th
September, with the G-QRP event the previous day (Sat. 4th Sept.) at the same
wonderful venue - Harper Adams University Campus near Telford, Shropshire.
So it's not too soon to put that date in your diaries !
Yours sincerely
Martyn Vincent
(o/b/o Telford & DARS)
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Memories of VU2BK

G4TQM #19036
I wonder if any members remember VU2BK from years ago. I worked him in
the 1980's and he had one of the best sounding call signs in Morse, almost like
a Limerick poem. A General; Kab was
a well known ex-Royal Signals
operator and everybody loved having
a QSO with him. He was a master of
the Vibroplex and a real joy to listen
to. The QSL card was a postcard sized
piece of brown paper with the smaller
card sellotaped to it. Most unique.
73, Geoff, G4TQM, Fists Nr.19036

GM4CXP: Del #1081 writes and requests
Hi all from Del-GM4CXP, #10871 from "Sunny-as-always, Kelso, Scottish
Borders"
What I really have to say is that the latest KeyNote March 2020 has turned out
to be "right up my street"!
First of all-4m& 6m CW Contests+Straight key week are of particular interest
to me. I simply enjoy contacting other FISTS members on my absolute
favourite mode!
Next-the article by you Graham, M0AEP was a delight for me to read! Guess
what Graham? THE VERY SAME THING HAPPENED TO ME! .. Not on a train,
but, many moons ago I came across some boy scouts exchanging CW with
dots&dashes and I pointed out the dah dih dah dit approach to them!
Next-Just to let you all know that a “Long lever Microswitch” makes a VY FB
straight key for only a few pounds! I lie back on the settee with switch-inhand and send CW
Next-A plea for some help please?
I happen to be one of those who bought an MX-50PM, only to discover "no
instructions" Peter-Gi0FZT-your article was just what I needed! HOWEVERbeing registered blind .. would some kind soul out there wire up for me this
lead if I send you the parts? I would love to get this MX-50PM in service!
Many thanks in advance from Del-GM4CXP 10871 in Kelso
( Is there any “kind soul” out there who could help Del get the MX50PM
wired? Either locally or further afield? Contact me via Mail: kn@fists.co.uk
And I’ll put you in touch with each other.. Ed)
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Phoenix Kits
Profits from sales to fund Novice Training Scheme projects
Example of some of our kits available
See details on the web site URL: http://www.phoenixkitsonline.co.uk
( Prices here are UK members only, DX Contact Mail: m0bmn@yahoo.co.uk )

The Popular FISTS Morse Tutor (New
MK3 Version ) FMT :£25 inc P&P
QSK-1 Iambic Keyer memory Keyer
(New Improved version)
£9.50 inc P&P
Magic Eye CW Centre Tune
Indicator
£10.00 inc P&P
Flat Pack Key great for
emergency/Backpack/Student use! £5.00 inc P&P

Simple Practice Oscillator £ 7.50 inc P&P
(Plus many more on the new website)
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Club Sales
Leather Key Ring
£2 inc. UK delivery

Enamelled Club Badge
£2 inc. UK delivery

Vinyl car window stickers £1 inc. UK delivery.
Note: these are printed in reverse so they
can be stuck on the inside of a window.

Standard QSL Cards
£8.50 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery

FISTS Collection £4.50 inc. UK delivery
£5.50 inc. delivery outside Europe.
We now have a replacement for the Morse training CDs we
have offered for a number of years, the new FISTS
Collection disc. This disc (DVD) contains:
● Beginners' training course by K7QO (MP3 format) with its
read-back texts.
● G0NZA improvers' course (MP3 format).
● Complete archive collection of our magazine Key Note
up to February 2018.
● Software, training videos and much more too.
The disc comes with a 40 page A5 booklet giving advice for
the newcomer to the hobby and the full text of the G0NZA
training course.
Note: The old single discs are no longer available and all outstanding orders will receive this
new package.
(Thanks to Chuck K7QO and Mary G0NZA for allowing FISTS to produce the disc.)
Ordering Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank made
out to FISTS or PayPal to sales@fists.co.uk. (For credit or debit card, see the website.)
P����� include your name, address and details of what you are ordering!
If sending a cheque, write your member number and call-sign on the back.
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